Method and system for temperature compensation for memory cells with temperature-dependent behavior

Abstract

The preferred embodiments described herein relate to a method and system for temperature compensation for memory cells with temperature-dependent behavior. In one preferred embodiment, at least one of a first temperature-dependent reference voltage comprising a negative temperature coefficient and a second temperature-dependent reference voltage comprising a positive temperature coefficient is generated. One of a wordline voltage and a bitline voltage is generated from one of the at least one of the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages. The other of the wordline and bitline voltages is generated, and the wordline and bitline voltages are applied across a memory cell. Other methods and systems are disclosed for sensing a memory cell comprising temperature-dependent behavior, and each of the preferred embodiments can be used alone or in combination with one another.
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What is claimed is:
1. A method for temperature compensation for a memory cell with temperature-dependent behavior, the method comprising: (a) generating at least one of a first temperature-dependent reference voltage comprising a negative temperature coefficient and a second temperature-dependent reference voltage comprising a positive temperature coefficient; (b) generating one of a wordline voltage and a bitline voltage from one of the at least one of the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages; (c) generating the other of the wordline and bitline voltages; and (d) applying the wordline and bitline voltages across a memory cell.

2. The invention of claim 1, wherein (a) comprises generating both the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages, and wherein (c) comprises generating the other of the wordline and bitline voltages from the other of the at least one of the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein (d) is performed during a write operation.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein (d) is performed during a read operation.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the temperature coefficient(s) of the at least one of the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages are chosen such that a voltage across the memory cell comprises a negative temperature coefficient.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory cell comprises a write-once memory cell.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory cell comprises a write-many memory cell.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory cell is part of a two-dimensional memory array.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory cell is part of a three-dimensional memory array.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory cell comprises a non-volatile memory cell.

11. A system for temperature compensation for a memory cell with temperature-dependent behavior, the system comprising: a first temperature-dependent reference voltage source operative to generate a first temperature-dependent reference voltage comprising a negative temperature coefficient; a second temperature-dependent reference voltage source operative to generate a second temperature-dependent reference voltage comprising a positive temperature coefficient; a wordline voltage regulator operative to generate a wordline voltage from one of the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages; a bitline voltage regulator operative to generate a bitline voltage from the other of the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages; and a memory cell coupled with the wordline and bitline voltage regulators.

12. The system of claim 11 further comprising: a temperature-dependent current source operative to generate a first reference current with a negative temperature coefficient; and a temperature-independent current source operative to generate a second reference current; wherein the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltage sources generate the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages, respectively, from the first and second reference currents.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein at least one of the temperature-dependent current source, the first temperature-dependent reference voltage source comprises a temperature-dependent resistor.
14. The system of claim 11, wherein at least one of the temperature-dependent current source, the first temperature-dependent reference voltage source, and the second temperature-dependent reference voltage source comprises a temperature-independent resistor.

15. The system of claim 11, wherein the temperature coefficients of the first and second reference voltages are chosen such that a voltage across the memory cell comprises a negative temperature coefficient.

16. The system of claim 11, wherein the memory cell comprises a write-once memory cell.

17. The system of claim 11, wherein the memory cell comprises a write-many memory cell.

18. The system of claim 11, wherein the memory cell is part of a two-dimensional memory array.

19. The system of claim 11, wherein the memory cell is part of a three-dimensional memory array.

20. The system of claim 11, wherein the memory cell comprises a non-volatile memory cell.

21. A system for sensing a memory cell comprising temperature-dependent behavior, the system comprising: a memory cell comprising temperature-dependent behavior; a current sensing amplifier coupled with the memory cell; and a temperature-dependent reference current source cells coupled with the current sensing amplifier, wherein the temperature-dependent reference current source comprises a plurality of memory cells that have the same temperature-dependent behavior as the memory cell, wherein each of the plurality of memory cells generates a current when a voltage is applied to the plurality of memory cells, and wherein the temperature-dependent reference current source generates a current reference from an average of the currents generated by the plurality of memory cells; wherein the current sensing amplifier compares the current reference to current sensed back from the memory cell during a read operation to determine whether the memory cell is programmed.

22. The system of claim 21 further comprising a programmable mirror interposed between the plurality of memory cells and the current sensing amplifier.

23. The system of claim 21, wherein the memory cell comprises a write-once memory cell.

24. The system of claim 21, wherein the memory cell comprises a write-many memory cell.

25. The system of claim 21, wherein the memory cell is part of a two-dimensional memory array.

26. The system of claim 21, wherein the memory cell is part of a three-dimensional memory array.

27. The system of claim 21, wherein the memory cell comprises a non-volatile memory cell.

28. A system for sensing a memory cell comprising temperature-dependent behavior, the system comprising: a memory cell comprising temperature-dependent behavior; a current sensing amplifier coupled with the memory cell; a temperature-dependent reference current source coupled with the current sensing amplifier, wherein the temperature-dependent reference current source operative to generate a temperature-dependent reference current comprising a positive temperature coefficient; wherein the current sensing amplifier compares the temperature-dependent reference current to current sensed back from the memory cell during a read operation to determine whether the memory cell is programmed; a second temperature-dependent current source, the second temperature-dependent current source operative to generate a reference current with a negative temperature coefficient; and a temperature-
independent current source operative to generate a temperature-independent reference current; wherein
the temperature-dependent reference current source generates the temperature-dependent reference
current from the reference current generated by the second temperature-dependent current source and
the temperature-independent reference current.

29. The system of claim 28, wherein the memory cell comprises a write-once memory cell.

30. The system of claim 28, wherein the memory cell comprises a write-many memory cell.

31. The system of claim 28, wherein the memory cell is part of a two-dimensional memory array.

32. The system of claim 28, wherein the memory cell is part of a three-dimensional memory array.

33. The system of claim 28, wherein the memory cell comprises a non-volatile memory cell.

Description

BACKGROUND

Memory device manufacturers often desire to guarantee that a certain number of memory cells in a
memory array will work when the memory array is used at almost any temperature. To achieve this, a
memory device manufacturer tests a set of memory arrays to sort out those that do not have a minimum
number of reliable memory cells. In operation, a number of test memory cells in a memory array are
written to and read from, and those memory arrays whose test memory cells do not perform as desired
are discarded. However, such sorting is difficult when the behavior of the memory cells varies across
temperature and the memory cells are tested at a single temperature setting. For example, if a memory
cell is more difficult to program or read at colder temperatures than at warmer temperatures, the number
of memory cells that will fail increases as temperature decreases. Accordingly, the fact that a memory
array passes the memory device manufacturer's test at a single temperature setting does not guarantee
that the memory array will perform as desired when used in the field at lower temperatures.

There is a need, therefore, for a method and system for temperature compensation that will allow a
memory device manufacturer to more reliably sort memory arrays.

SUMMARY

The present invention is defined by the following claims, and nothing in this section should be taken as a
limitation on those claims.

By way of introduction, the preferred embodiments described below provide a method and system for
temperature compensation for memory cells with temperature-dependent behavior. In one preferred
embodiment, at least one of a first temperature-dependent reference voltage comprising a negative
temperature coefficient and a second temperature-dependent reference voltage comprising a positive
temperature coefficient is generated. One of a wordline voltage and a bitline voltage is generated from
one of the at least one of the first and second temperature-dependent reference voltages. The other of the
wordline and bitline voltages is generated, and the wordline and bitline voltages are applied across a
memory cell. Other methods and systems are disclosed for sensing a memory cell comprising
temperature-dependent behavior, and each of the preferred embodiments can be used alone or in
combination with one another.
The preferred embodiments will now be described with reference to the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a graph of a number of failing bits versus temperature for uncompensated and compensated write or read voltages of a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system of a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 3 is a graph of voltage versus temperature of a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a system for generating temperature-dependent reference voltages of a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 5 is a circuit implementation of an I.sub.NEG generator of a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 6 is a circuit implementation of a V.sub.POS generator of a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 7 is a circuit implementation of a V.sub.NEG generator of a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a system of a preferred embodiment in which a diode-based I.sub.REF generator is used to generate a reference current for sensing a memory cell.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a diode-based I.sub.REF generator of a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a system of a preferred embodiment in which a circuit is used to generate a temperature-dependent reference current.

FIG. 11 is a circuit implementation of the I.sub.POS generator of FIG. 10.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENTLY PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The preferred embodiments described herein relate to memory cells with temperature-dependent behavior. It should be noted that any suitable type of memory cell can be used. For example, the memory cell can be write-many or write-once, can be arranged in a two-dimensional or three-dimensional memory array, and can be made from any suitable material (e.g., semiconductor, phase-change, amorphous solids, MRAM, or organic passive elements). U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/927,648 describes a suitable write-many memory cell, and U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,034,882 and 6,420,215 describe suitable write-once memory cells, as well as suitable techniques for forming a three-dimensional memory array. Each of those patent documents is assigned to the assignee of the present invention and is hereby incorporated by reference. Many of the embodiments described herein will be illustrated with reference to a memory cell comprising a PN diode in series with an antifuse, as described in the '882 and '215 patents. However, any other type of memory cell, such as a Flash memory cell, can be used with these embodiments. Further, while the embodiments will be described in terms of a non-volatile memory cell, volatile memory cells can also be used. The claims should not be read as requiring a specific type of memory cell unless explicitly recited therein.

To program a memory cell comprising a PN diode in series with an antifuse, power is applied to forward bias the PN diode to rupture the anti-fuse layer. A diode/anti-fuse memory cell has a predictable temperature-dependent behavior: for a constant voltage applied across the memory cell, it is more
difficult to program or read the cell at colder temperatures than at warmer temperatures. From a device physics point of view, the reason for this is that power equals voltage multiplied by current \( P=V*I \), and the forward bias diode current is temperature dependent \( I=a \exp(-V/kT) \). Accordingly, as current decreases with temperature, the power delivered to the anti-fuse also decreases. This lower power at lower temperatures can result in a "failed bit" (i.e., a memory cell that is not programmed as intended). The same situation exists when reading a memory cell because a memory cell is read by applying a forward biased diode current to the memory cell (i.e., at lower temperature, a sense amplifier could misinterpret the memory cell as being unprogrammed when, in fact, it has been programmed).

To ensure that enough power is applied to the memory cell at lower temperatures to avoid a "failed bit" situation, the voltage across the memory cell can be increased at lower temperatures to compensate for the lower current, thereby providing sufficient power to write/read the memory cell. With reference to the graph shown in FIG. 1, line 5 shows that the number of failing bits increases as temperature decreases when "uncompensated" write or read voltages are used (i.e., when the same write or read voltage is applied to a memory cell across temperature). However, as shown by line 10, the number of failing bits is constant over temperature when "compensated" write or read voltages are used (i.e., when the write or read voltage applied to a memory cell varies across temperature). Not only does this provide for a more reliable memory device (because the reduction in the number of failing bits at cold temperatures reduces the overall defects per million (DPM) of the memory device, thereby increasing yield), but it also allows a memory device manufacturer to reliably sort out bad memory arrays by testing at a single temperature setting. As described in the background section above, because memory arrays are typically tested at a single temperature setting, the fact that a memory array passes a reliability test at one temperature does not guarantee that the memory array will perform as desired when used in the field at lower temperatures. However, by using a temperature compensation mechanism in which write/read voltage increases as temperature decreases (instead of applying the same write/read voltage across temperature), the number of failing bits is independent of temperature. Accordingly, if the memory array is reliable at one tested temperature, the memory array will likely be reliable when used at almost any temperature.

As described above, by using a temperature compensation method, the number of failing bits in a memory array is independent of temperature. One way to implement a temperature compensation method is to introduce a reference voltage that has a temperature dependence and use this reference to generate the voltage across a memory cell that compensates for any temperature effect. FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system of a preferred embodiment for implementing such a temperature compensation mechanism. As shown in FIG. 2, this system comprises a wordline voltage regulator 20 and a wordline driver 30 coupled to a wordline 40, and a bitline voltage regulator 50, a bitline word driver 52, and a current voltage sensing amplifier 54 coupled to a bitline 70. Also coupled to the current voltage sensing amplifier 54 is a current reference generator 56. A non-volatile memory cell 80 is coupled to the wordline 40 and bitline 70. V.sub.NEG and V.sub.POS generators (not shown) supply the wordline voltage regulator 20 and bitline voltage regulator 50 with reference voltages V.sub.NEG(-T) and V.sub.POS(T), respectively. It should be noted that FIG. 2 shows only part of a memory array, with some of the unselected wordlines 42, 44 and bitlines 72 shown in phantom. Additional memory cells, wordlines, bitlines, drivers, receivers, and/or regulators are not shown in FIG. 2 for simplicity.

The basic operation of temperature compensation in this embodiment relies on the use of two temperature-dependent reference voltages, which are referred to in FIG. 2 as V.sub.NEG(-T) and V.sub.POS(T). V.sub.NEG(-T) denotes a reference voltage that has a negative temperature coefficient, and V.sub.POS(T) denotes a reference voltage that has a positive temperature coefficient. Lines 85 and 90 in the graph of FIG. 3 show the temperature dependence and slope of V.sub.NEG(-T) and V.sub.POS(T), respectively. (For comparison purposes, line 95 in FIG. 3 shows V.sub.REF(0), which is a reference voltage that has zero temperature coefficient. When V.sub.REF(0) is used, the voltage across the...
memory cell 80 is constant and provides the uncompensated write/read case shown by line 5 in FIG. 1. In one implementation, V.sub.REF(0) is 1.25V at room temperature.)

V.sub.NEG(-T) and V.sub.POS(T) are generated by voltage generators (not shown) and are supplied to the wordline and bitline voltage regulators 30, 50. The wordline voltage regulator 20 generates and regulates the voltage supply for the wordline driver 30. This voltage is directly proportional to V.sub.NEG(-T). That is, V.sub.WL--.sub.supply=K*V.sub.NEG(-T), where K is a constant that can be different for read and write modes. The wordline driver 30 brings the selected wordline to V.sub.WL--.sub.supply. In read mode, the bitline current sense amplifier 54 is enabled, and the bitline write driver 52 is disabled. The bitline voltage regulator 50 generates the voltage reference. This reference is used to produce a voltage onto the bitline 70: Vbl_supply(T)=L.sub.READ*Vpos(T), where L.sub.READ is a constant. The voltage across the memory cell 80 is therefore, Vdiode(-T)=Vwl_supply(-T)-Vbl_supply(T). With Vdiode(-T) across the memory cell 80, the current measured from the selected memory cell 80 is I.sub.MC. I.sub.MC has a temperature coefficient approaching 0 due to the voltage compensation applied across the memory cell 80. That is, I.sub.MC is effectively the same across temperature. The measured I.sub.MC is then compared with a current reference, I.sub.REF. If I.sub.MC is greater than I.sub.REF, then the memory cell 80 is interpreted as programmed. If I.sub.MC is less than I.sub.REF, then the memory cell 80 is interpreted as unprogrammed. In write mode, the bitline write driver 52 is enabled, and the bitline sense amplifier 54 is disabled. The bitline voltage regulator 50 generates the voltage reference. This reference is used to produce a voltage onto the bitline: Vbl_supply(T)=L.sub.WRITE*Vpos(T), where L.sub.WRITE is a constant. The voltage across the memory cell 80 is therefore, Vdiode(-T)=Vwl_supply(-T)-Vbl_supply(T).

By way of example, in the read mode of one presently preferred implementation, the wordline 40 is driven to 2.3V, and the bitline 70 is driven to 0.3V. The wordline voltage regulator 20 produces the 2.3V applied to the wordline 40 by using a simple voltage divider to regulate the input reference voltage V.sub.NEG(-T): V.sub.wl--.sub.supply=(R1+R2)/R2*V.sub.NEG(-T). If V.sub.NEG(25C)=1.25V, (R1+R2)/R2=1.84. Similarly, the bitline voltage regulator 50 produces the 0.3V applied to the bitline 70 by using a simple voltage divider to regulate the input reference voltage V.sub.POS(T): V.sub.BITLINE=R2/(R1+R2)*V.sub.POS(T). If V.sub.POS(25C)=1.25V, R2/(R1+R2)=0.24.

In this embodiment, the temperature-dependent reference voltages are used to generate a condition across the memory cell 80 that cancels out the temperature-dependent behavior of the memory cell 80. The voltage across the memory cell is given by the following equation: V.sub.DIODE(-T)=V.sub.WORDLINE-V.sub.BITLINE. Substituting the above terms for V.sub.WORDLINE and V.sub.BITLINE, V.sub.DIODE(-T)=K*V.sub.NEG-L*V.sub.POS. This is the voltage applied across the memory cell, where K can be different for read and write mode. Similarly, L can be different for read and write mode.

As shown by line 100 in FIG. 3, when the regulated wordline and bitline voltages are applied across the memory cell 80, the voltage across the diode of the memory cell 80 (V.sub.DIODE) will have a negative temperature coefficient since V.sub.DIODE=V.sub.WORDLINE-V.sub.BITLINE. V.sub.DIODE's negative slope across temperature compensates for the memory cell's 80 temperature-dependent behavior by providing a higher voltage across the memory cell 80 at lower temperatures. This compensation cancels the drift shown by line 5 in FIG. 1 and achieves the constant bit failure rate shown by line 10. (In contrast, if Vref(0) is used in place of V.sub.POS(T) and V.sub.NEG(-T), then V.sub.DIODE(0) would be constant across temperature. V.sub.DIODE(0)=K*Vref-L*Vref. Hence, there will be no compensation for any temperature effect in the memory cell.)

Although V.sub.NEG(-T) and V.sub.POS(T) can be generated in any suitable manner, FIGS. 4 7 will now be discussed to illustrate a presently preferred way to generate those temperature-dependent
reference voltages. FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the components that can be used to generate 
V.sub.NEG(-T) and V.sub.POS(T). These components include an I.sub.NEG generator 100, a 
V.sub.POS(T) generator 200, a V.sub.NEG(-T) generator 300, and an I.sub.REF generator 400. In this 
embodiment, V.sub.POSand V.sub.NEGare generated from two independent current sources: the 
I.sub.REF generator 400 and the I.sub.NEG generator 100. The I.sub.REF generator 400 is a current 
source with zero temperature coefficient, i.e., I.sub.REF remains constant across temperature 
(I.sub.REF=C.sub.1, where C.sub.1 is a positive constant). The I.sub.REF generator 400 can be 
represented as an ideal current source. The I.sub.NEG generator 100 is a current source with a negative 
temperature coefficient, i.e., the current linearly decreases as temperature increases (I.sub.NEG=- 
C.sub.2T+C.sub.3, where C.sub.2 and C.sub.3 are positive constants). As shown in FIG. 4, the 
I.sub.NEG generator 100 provides I.sub.NEG to the V.sub.POS(T) and V.sub.NEG(-T) generators 200, 
300, and the I.sub.REF generator 400 provides I.sub.REF to the V.sub.POS(T) and V.sub.NEG(-T) 
generators 200, 300. From these inputs, the V.sub.POS(T) and V.sub.NEG(-T) generators 200, 300 
generate V.sub.POS(T) and V.sub.NEG(-T), respectively.

FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 show CMOS circuit implementations of the I.sub.NEG generator 100, the 
V.sub.POSgenerator 200, and the V.sub.NEGgenerator 300, respectively. With reference first to FIG. 5, 
the following equations illustrate how the I.sub.NEG generator 100 generates a current with a negative 
temperature coefficient.

\[ \Delta I_{\text{NEG}} = \Delta V_{\text{NEG}} \times R_{\text{NEG}} \]
\[ \Delta V_{\text{POS}} = \Delta I_{\text{NEG}} \times R_{\text{NEG}} \]

The term dI.sub.NEG/dT shows I.sub.NEG'S temperature dependence. R.sub.2 and R.sub.E can be 
adjusted such that \(|\text{Term 1+Term 2+Term 4}|>|\text{Term 3}|\), hence dI.sub.NEG/dT will have a negative 
temperature coefficient. Also, the terms dR.sub.2/dT and dR.sub.E/dT show that the I.sub.NEG 
generator 100 comprises resistors whose resistance values are temperature dependent. I.sub.NEG with a 
negative temperature coefficient can still be achieved even when temperature-independent resistors are 
used. In this case, Term 2 and Term 4 are equal to zero. For dI.sub.NEG/dT to be negative, R.sub.2 and 
R.sub.E can be adjusted such that \(|\text{Term 1}|>|\text{Term 3}|\).

Turning now to FIG. 6, the following equations illustrate how the V.sub.POS generator 200 generates a 
voltage with a positive temperature coefficient. In these equations, M is used to adjust I.sub.pos to desire 
voltage level, and N is used to adjust I.sub.pos to a desire slope (across temperature).

\[ \Delta V_{\text{POS}} = \Delta I_{\text{POS}} \times R_{\text{POS}} \]
\[ \Delta I_{\text{POS}} = \Delta V_{\text{POS}} \times R_{\text{POS}} \]

The term dV.sub.POS/dT shows V.sub.POS's temperature dependence. Because there are more terms in 
the equation that have a positive value than a negative value, dV.sub.POS/dT will have a positive 
temperature coefficient. Also, the term dR.sub.POS/dT shows that the V.sub.POS generator 200 
comprises a resistor whose resistance value is temperature dependent. V.sub.POS with a positive 
temperature coefficient can still be achieved even when temperature-independent resistors are used. In 
this case, Term 1 and Term 3 are equal to zero. Since Term 2 is a positive value, dV.sub.POS/dT will be
With reference to FIG. 7, the following equations illustrate how the V.sub.NEG generator 300 generates a voltage with a negative temperature coefficient. In these equations, O is used to adjust I.sub.pos to a desire current level, and P is used to adjust I.sub.pos to a desire slope (across temperature).

\[
\frac{\partial V_{\text{NEG}}}{\partial T} \times \Delta V_{\text{NEG}}
\]

The term \( \frac{\partial V_{\text{NEG}}}{\partial T} \) shows \( V_{\text{NEG}} \)'s temperature dependence. Because there are more terms in the equation that have a negative value than a positive value, \( \frac{\partial V_{\text{NEG}}}{\partial T} \) will have a negative temperature coefficient. Also, the term \( \frac{\partial R_{\text{NEG}}}{\partial T} \) shows that the \( V_{\text{NEG}} \) generator 300 comprises a resistor whose resistance value is temperature dependent. \( V_{\text{NEG}} \) with a negative temperature coefficient can still be achieved even when temperature-independent resistors are used. In this case, Term 2 and Term 3 are equal to zero. Since Term 1 is a negative value, \( \frac{\partial V_{\text{NEG}}}{\partial T} \) will be negative.

To test the slopes for \( V_{\text{POS}} \) and \( V_{\text{NEG}} \), it is preferred that voltages be obtained at two temperatures and that a straight line be drawn through the two points. Preferably, the two points are obtained at \( V(T=25^\circ C) \) and \( V(T=-273^\circ C) \). \( V(T=25^\circ C) \) can be measured directly at room temperature, and \( V(T=-273^\circ C) \) can be accurately calculated. For example, \( V_{\text{POS}}(T=-273^\circ C) \) can be calculated as follows:
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There are several other alternatives that can be used with these embodiments. Before turning to these alternatives, a summary of some of the preferred embodiments described above is presented. In the above embodiments, the voltage across the memory cell is varied so that the memory cell's behavior is the same regardless of temperature. To do this, the memory cell's behavior across temperature is characterized to determine its temperature dependency. Once the slope needed to compensate for the temperature-dependent behavior is determined, either V.sub.POS, V.sub.NEG or both can be trimmed to desire values. In read mode, the voltage sensing amplifier 60 compares the reference voltage with the voltage sensed back from the memory cell 80. If V.sub.MC is greater than V.sub.BL.sub.--.sub.REF(T), the memory cell is programmed; otherwise, it is unprogrammed. Since V.sub.MC is higher at hot than at cold, V.sub.BL.sub.--.sub.REF(T) would also be lower at cold and higher at hot for proper tracking. In write mode, it is more difficult to program at cold than at hot. Therefore, it is preferred that the voltage across the memory cell be increased at cold and that more power be delivered to the memory cell 80 for better programming conditions. Similarly, it is preferred that the voltage across the memory cell 80 be decreased at hot and that less power be delivered such that the same programmability is achieved across all temperature. The advantage of this embodiment is that the user has full control over the degree of compensation. However, in this embodiment, the temperature dependency of the memory cell needs to be characterized before the slope of the voltage references can be set.

In one alternate embodiment, instead of varying voltage across a memory cell to compensate for the memory cell's temperature-dependent behavior, a current that has some relationship with temperature is used as a reference for sensing a memory cell. This embodiment will be illustrated in conjunction with the block diagram of FIG. 8, which shows a diode-based I.sub.REF generator 500, a wordline driver 520 coupled to a wordline 530, a current sensing amplifier 540 coupled to a bitline 550, and a memory cell 560 coupled to the wordline 530 and bitline 550. In operation, the current sensing amplifier 540 compares a reference current generated by the diode-based I.sub.REF generator 500 with the current sensed back from the memory cell 560 during a read operation. For example, if the memory cell 560 is programmed, I.sub.MC would be much higher than if the memory cell 560 were not programmed. If I.sub.MC(T) is higher than I.sub.REF(T), then the current sensing amplifier 540 will detect a programmed cell; otherwise, it will detect an unprogrammed cell. At cold (e.g., -25 degree. C.), I.sub.MC(T) could be very small even when the memory cell 560 is programmed. Therefore, it is preferred that I.sub.REF(T) track the temperature effect to guarantee we are sensing the intended state stored in the memory cell. If I.sub.REF(0) is constant across temperature, for a programmed cell at cold, it could be misinterpreted as an unprogrammed cell. Similarly, at hot (e.g., 85 degree. C.), I.sub.MC(T) could be very high even for unprogrammed cells. Therefore, it is preferred that I.sub.REF(T) be higher for proper tracking.

While any suitable circuit can be used, FIG. 9 is a block diagram of preferred circuit implementation of the diode-based I.sub.REF generator 500. As shown in FIG. 9, the system comprises a set of "dummy" memory cells 502 and a programmable mirror 504. In this embodiment, a constant voltage Vrd is applied to the set of dummy memory cells 502 to generate a current reference. The total current from the set of dummy memory cells 502 is averaged out, and the programmable mirror 504 is trimmed to the desire level. I.sub.REF(T)=\[1/N*.SIGMA..sup.NI.sub.MC(I)(T)]*C, where N is the number of dummy memory cell in the set 500. C is the trimming factor to set I.sub.REF(25.degree. C.) to the desired level, which, in one presently preferred implementation, is 1.5 .mu.A. This set of dummy memory cells 502 will track any temperature effect that the rest of the memory array will experience.

One advantage associated with this embodiment is that the temperature-dependent behavior of the memory cell does not need to be characterized across temperature since the dummy memory cells can be trusted to have full tracking ability. However, while this embodiment works well in read mode, it will not be able to cancel out the temperature effect in the memory cell in write mode (i.e., it will still be...
more difficult to program the memory cell at colder temperatures than at warmer temperatures).

Nevertheless, in programming a memory cell, the generated current reference from the set of dummy memory cells 500 can be used to generate the write voltage needed to program the cell. The generated write voltage will have some relationship with temperature that will track the diode/antifuse temperature effect.

Another alternate embodiment is shown in FIG. 10. This alternate embodiment is similar to the one shown in FIG. 8; however, instead of using a set of dummy memory cells to track the temperature effect, a circuit is used to generate the temperature dependency. As shown in FIG. 10, this alternate embodiment comprises an I.sub.NEG generator 600, an I.sub.REF generator 605, an I.sub.POS(T) generator 610, a current sensing amplifier 620, and a memory cell 630. The two independent current sources (I.sub.REF and I.sub.NEG) are the same components described above. FIG. 11 shows a circuit implementation of the I.sub.POS(T) generator 610. I.sub.POS(T) is given by the following equations where M is used to adjust I.sub.pos to desire current level, and N is used to adjust I.sub.pos to a desired slope (across temperature).

$$I_{POS(T)} = \text{Term 1} + \text{Term 2}$$

In this embodiment, the temperature effect of the memory cell 630 is determined and characterized. Once the relative slope is determined, I.sub.POS(T) is trimmed to the desire slope. Effectively, I.sub.POS(T) will track any temperature effect that the rest of the memory array will experience. The current sensing amplifier compares I.sub.POS(T) to the current sensed back from the memory cell 630 in a read operation to determine whether the memory cell is programmed. For example, if the memory cell 630 is programmed, I.sub.MC will be much higher than if the memory cell were not programmed. If I.sub.MC(T) is higher than I.sub.POS(T), then the current sensing amplifier 620 detects a programmed cell; otherwise, it detects an unprogrammed cell. At cold (e.g., -25 degree C.), I.sub.MC(T) could be very small even when the memory cell 630 is programmed. Therefore, it is preferred that I.sub.POS(T) track the temperature effect to guarantee we are sensing the intended state stored in the memory cell. Similarly, at hot (e.g., 85 degree C.), I.sub.MC(T) could be very high even for an unprogrammed memory cell. Therefore, it is preferred that I.sub.POS(T) be higher for proper tracking. Note that for I.sub.POS generation, a resistor that is temperature independent can also be used. In this situation, in the above equation, Term 2 will go to zero, but dI.sub.POS/dT is still a positive value.

It should be noted that while a memory cell has an exponential relationship with temperature, I.sub.POS(T) only has a linear relationship with temperature. Therefore, this alternate embodiment may not be preferred when it is desired to fully compensate for a full range of temperatures. Additionally, while this embodiment performs well in read mode, it will not cancel out the temperature effect in the memory cell in write mode (i.e., it may still be more difficult to program the memory cell 630 at colder temperatures than at warmer temperatures). Further, unlike the alternate embodiment shown in FIG. 8, the temperature dependency of the memory cell 630 needs to be determined before the slope for the voltage references can be set.

Other alternatives can be used as well. For example, if a memory cell exhibits a temperature-dependent behavior that is opposite that described above (i.e., the memory cell is easier to program or read at colder temperatures than at warmer temperatures), the methods and systems described above can be adapted to compensate for this "opposite behavior" temperature effect. In another alternative, a traditional bandgap reference circuit is used such that the temperature coefficient can be tuned by adjusting the resistance in the generation core circuit. The solution can be achieved with a single generated source. In yet another alternative, a voltage reference is produced by summing two current...
sources times resistance. The first current source has a positive temperature coefficient (instead of negative temperature coefficient), and the second current source has a zero (or close to zero) temperature coefficient.

It is intended that the foregoing detailed description be understood as an illustration of selected forms that the invention can take and not as a definition of the invention. It is only the following claims, including all equivalents, that are intended to define the scope of this invention. Finally, it should be noted that any aspect of any of the preferred embodiments described herein can be used alone or in combination with one another.

* * * * *

* * * * *